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(2017 Edition)  Love good food?  Going to Maui?  â€¦Then youâ€™re in the right place!  After eating

my way across Maui in search of the islandâ€™s ultimate food experiences, I carefully crafted this

list as a manifesto of the 100 must-do food adventures that I found. The book features epic eats,

unique restaurants, local dining favorites, and even farm-to-table experiences, which promise to

take you on a wild and mouth-watering ride while fully immersing you in the unique culinary culture

of the island. Best of all, the wide variety of items, ranging from farmerâ€™s markets to fine dining,

provide a deliciously unique perspective of the areaâ€™s entire food system... from farm to fork! 

Whether you're an aspiring culinarian or simply enjoy a good burger, crossing items off your Foodist

Bucket List is the perfect adventure for anyone in pursuit of the true â€œtaste" of Maui. 

DISCLAIMER: This book has a conversational tone, is informally written, and lacks the sort of

detailed information youâ€™d find in a more traditional guidebook. This is NOT a lifeless

directory-style listing of the island's "top" restaurants (Google is thick with those!). Instead, each

page features one specific item, a photo, and a hyperbolically romanticized celebration of why it's so

dang awesome. No, I did not eat everywhere. No, this is not objective. Iâ€™m just a guy obsessed

with uncovering each and every delicious opportunity that an area has to offer, and figured it would

be fun to document my favorite discoveries for other food lovers.  FREE KINDLE VERSION

INCLUDED! (with purchase of this paperback)  *Paperback = Black & White Photos  *Kindle = Black

& White Photos
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Iver Marjerison is a food writer, speaker, consultant, and futurist with an appreciation for the farm

and fascination for the fork. Passionate about sustainable food systems, infinitely curious about new

things to eat, spends way to much time wandering around grocery stores, and is a self proclaimed

banana ice cream connoisseur. His food-centric passions manifest themselves @

http://thefoodflow.com/  He currently resides in his truck bed camper, parked wherever his

food-obsessed imagination has most recently been captured.

This is the second book I have ordered from this author and once again, I was not disappointed.

First of all it is a paperback which is perfect to take with you while traveling. Normal paperback

books have that ugly shiny glossy look that reflects sunlight and is not appeasing to the eyes. This

book has almost a felt like coating over the cover which feels wonderful to on the fingertips. I am

tempted to post it on reddit.com/r/mildlysatisfying. A lightweight paperback is definitely what you

want when touring a new area, you will barely notice this in your travel pack on your trip to Maui. I

was quite impressed with the high quality resolution of the food images which left me with a drooling

mouth and rumbling stomach. The author has a refreshing comedic style which delivers the content

in a unique entertaining fashion that had the pages practically turning themselves. The book itself is

very well written and I would definitely recommend it to anyone making a trip to Maui.

Just got back from my Maui trip and I've got to say, this book definitely helped me. My wife and I are

guilty of ordering room service and eating at hotel restaurants too frequently when we travel, and

this book helped me find some awesome places to eat besides the usual spots. I didn't get to try all

100 (seriously, how much time did this guy spend in Maui to eat at 100 places?) but we found a

couple really good ones. I enjoyed the casual reading of this book and the pictures. Definitely worth

picking up and I'll be sharing it with any friends who are headed out that way. Recommend to

anyone. If this is the food this guy eats regularly, he's someone I would love to hang out with!

It was great to have this book during my tirp to Maui. Something else that i thought was super cool

was that it was a nice conversation starter with all the places mentioned. They were happy to be in

the book and I was happy to try out their food. :) Great guide!

Excellent guide for foodies traveling to Maui! If you're tired of those boring travel guides that make it

seem like all restaurants are the same no matter where you go, you need to read this book to

sample a huge variety of what's offered on Maui. The book is not limited to restaurants, but also



covers farms, grocery stores, fruit stands, vineyards, and many other places. It's sure to make your

trip a memorable one. Would love to see guides to other places in the world - beyond Hawaii.

This dude loves food! Every destination dish is described like a diary entry about a summer fling or

long time lover. He's stoked on life and knows a lot about choice cuisine. Also! The book is well

organized by region, conscious of price point, and has a cute little check box on each page for you

to mark down your adventures.

Some really interesting Food ideas on Maui for food lovers. Would love to see this book taken to the

next level with color pictures and more info available about the specific restaurants such as

websites, etc. Overall I really did like it though.

Love it! It's a straightforward collection of 100 "edible" adventures," and all of the ones I've done so

far have been great!The variety is also nice, with everything from 5-star restaurants, to

hole-in-the-wall local hangouts... something for everybody!If you're going to Maui, and you eat

food... get this book! It will make your trip easier, better, and more delicious!

We purchased this book thinking it was going to have reviews on restaurants and/or places to eat

while in Maui but after reading a few of the reviews, I am disappointed the reviews didn't include

more information as I had liked, however, I did like and thought that the author did a great job of

finding these places for you. See attached photo below for one of his reviews in the book.Each page

is dedicated to one review of ONE ITEM and the photo takes up more than half the page leaving

just a paragraph or two of the reviewed item. Moreover, there are no addresses or location guide for

these places. As a visitor, I wouldn't know locations that well and would not have the time to google

each place to see where the place is when planning daily activities. There are many other things the

author could have included, like the price or $$ category, payment methods like credit card or cash

only, dÃ©cor or ambience, inside seating or none, good for kids, etc. or even why he thought that

item was a must-try.Not seeing any review samples, I relied on the 5 star reviews and the book

description and thought I was purchasing a book that had more reviews and information. I think the

author had a good idea to recommend a must try dish but he falls short on delivering the reason

why it's good or why I need to find this place to try it. I think adding a few other items would also be

great or including maybe a URL to the restaurant's website. I would think that the author must have

eaten at these places more than once so why not include reviews of the business and other items



with his recommendation, give an address, and other important information that a tourist or foodist

would find helpful? This book literally is a food list of items to try as the title describes, but if you are

looking for reviews and other restaurant information, look elsewhere.
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